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Abstract

An important step in Reinforcement Learning (RL) research is to create mechanisms that give higher level insights into the black-box policy models used nowadays and provide explanations for these learned behaviors or motivate the choices behind certain decision steps. In this paper, we illustrate how Soft Decision Tree (SDT) distillation can be used to make policies that are learned through RL more interpretable. Soft Decision Trees create binary trees of predetermined depth, where each branching node represents a hierarchical filter that influences the classification of input data. We distill SDTs from a deep neural network RL policy for the Mario AI benchmark and inspect the learned hierarchy of filters, showing which input features lead to specific action distributions in the episode. We realize preliminary steps towards interpreting the learned behavior of the policy and discuss future improvements.

1 Introduction

Recent advancements in Reinforcement Learning (RL) are largely attributed to the employment of deep neural network (DNN) models as a function approximation technique to estimate human-level control policies in a wide range of tasks [Mnih et al., 2015; Schulman et al., 2017]. Given the high number of parameters and complex architecture of these models, it is hard to directly interpret and understand the learned strategies, especially as networks grow deeper in size. An important step in Artificial Intelligence research is therefore creating mechanisms that give higher level insights into the learned behaviors of these black-box models and make the learned policies explainable.

Given a learned RL control policy, which maps state observations to probabilities over a set of finite actions, we can easily draw the analogy to a classification task in which we learn which actions correspond to a specific state. In an attempt to gain further insights into a learned deep reinforcement learning policy, we look at the applicability of a network distillation technique similar to [Frosst and Hinton, 2017], which tries to mimic DNN classification output through a Soft Decision Tree (SDT) surrogate model. More precisely, the contribution of this work is that we train an SDT to mimic the action classification of a deep neural network control policy for the Mario AI benchmark and show how the tree filters input features hierarchically, leading to the action chosen by the neural network. This approach provides a form of interpretation on how the deep control policy operates.

2 Related work

To tackle the computational complexity of machine learning models, distillation techniques are used in an attempt to transfer the knowledge from such models into smaller ones, having less computational overhead yet achieving comparable performance rates [Hinton et al., 2015; Rusu et al., 2016]. For the purpose of explainability however, decision tree models are one of the preferred methods, as these provide hierarchical information on the considered features for decision making. Based on the hierarchical mixture of experts from Jordan and Jacobs [1994], Frosst [2017] proposes a hybrid model of a binary decision tree with perceptron neural networks called soft decision trees. Whereas Frosst demonstrates this method with a DNN for a classification problem, our purpose is to apply soft decision trees on a Reinforcement Learning policy network. Recently, Tanno et al. [2019] generalized the concept of hybridization of neural networks and decision trees as Adaptive Neural Trees.

Recently, the RL community has started exploring approaches that lead to interpretable policies. Some approaches immediately learn interpretable RL policy models for instance through the addition of fuzzy particle swarm optimization [Hein et al., 2017] and genetic programming [Hein et al., 2018]. Other approaches mimic deep neural network output through heuristic program search [Verma et al., 2018] or decision tree methods [Liu et al., 2019]. The latter work from Liu [2019] is related to ours, as they make an attempt to distill a deep neural network representing a Q-value function into a decision tree surrogate model. Our work however focuses on mimicking an explicit policy.

3 Background

3.1 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning addresses the problem of learning to make decisions within an environment [Sutton and Barto, 2018]. This is typically modelled through a Markov Decision
Process as a tuple $\langle S, A, T, R, \gamma \rangle$, where $S$ represents the state space, $A$ the action space, $T : S \times A \times S \rightarrow [0, 1]$ the state transition function, $R : S \times A \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ the reward function and $\gamma \in [0, 1]$ the discount factor.

In the discrete setting, an agent observes each step $t$ the current state of the environment $s_t$ and samples an action $a_t$ from its current policy $\pi_t : S \times A \rightarrow [0, 1]$. After performing the action, the agent observes a reward $r_t = R(s_t, a_t)$, and the environment transitions to the next state $s_{t+1}$ following the transition probability defined by $T$. With the state-action transitions the agent observes, its goal is to learn to maximize the expected return $E[R_t]$, where $R_t = \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} \gamma^i r_{t+i}$, the sum of future discounted rewards. The discount factor $\gamma$ regulates the agent’s preference for immediate rewards over long-term rewards. Lower values set the focus on immediate reward, whilst higher values result in a more balanced weighing of current and future reward in $R_t$. Policy-based methods explicitly learn a parameterized control policy model as a conditional probability distribution over actions given a state observation $\pi_{\theta}(a_t|s_t)$ by performing gradient ascent on the parameters $\theta$ with a policy gradient $\nabla_{\theta} \log \pi_{\theta}(a_t|s_t) R_t$ [Williams, 1992].

### 3.2 Soft Decision Trees

Soft Decision Trees (SDTs) [Frosst and Hinton, 2017] are a hybrid classification model of binary decision trees with a predetermined depth and neural networks. In the model, each branching node $i$ consists of a single perceptron, with a weight vector parameter $w_i$ and a bias parameter $b_i$. On a given input $x$, branching nodes determine the probability to traverse to the right child node as $p_i(x) = \sigma(\beta x w_i + b_i))$, where $\beta$ is an inverse temperature parameter and $\sigma$ the sigmoid logistic function.

The model learns a hierarchy of filters in its branching nodes to assign input data to a particular leaf node $l$ with a certain path probability $P_l(x)$, the overall product of branching probabilities leading from the root to node $l$. The leaf nodes learn softmax distributions $Q_k^l = \frac{\exp(\phi_{l}^k)}{\sum_{k'} \exp(\phi_{l}^{k'})}$ over the possible output classes $k$, parameterized by $\phi_k$.

The training loss of an input sample $L(x)$ is based on the entropy between leaf predictions and the target distribution $T_k$, weighted by its respective path probability:

$$L(x) = \log \left( -\sum_{l \in \text{Leafs}} P_l(x) \sum_{k} T_k \log Q_k^l \right)$$ (1)

In addition to the training loss, a regularizing cost $C$ is added for the branching nodes to encourage equal usage of their respective subtrees in the decision process, based on the cross-entropy between a branching node’s current distribution $\alpha_i$ and the discrete binary uniform distribution:

$$C = \sum_{i \in \text{Branching}} -\lambda_i (0.5 \log(\alpha_i) + 0.5 \log(1 - \alpha_i))$$ (2)

where

$$\alpha_i = \frac{\sum_x P_i(x)p_i(x)}{\sum_x P_i(x)}$$ (3)

Each branching node receives a penalty strength $\lambda_i$, based on a start value $\lambda$ which is then decayed over the tree depth by a factor of $2^{-d}$. Hence, nodes higher up in the tree get a stronger penalty cost for highly deterministic branching. The overall loss is minimized using mini-batch gradient descent optimization.

### 4 Methods

In this work, we are interested in the distillation of a deep reinforcement learning policy into a soft decision tree to gain further insights into the way the deep policy decides on an action. We evaluate the applicability of this method on the Mario AI benchmark [Karakovskiy and Togelius, 2012], based on the public Java emulator, Infinite Mario Bros. Agents are capable of interacting with the emulator through a TCP network connection. We train a Deep RL agent to control Mario and play a simple level of the emulator which we slightly modified in order to introduce different types of coins in the level. The available actions for the Mario agent are any possible combination of pressing the 5 emulator buttons (left, right, down, jump and run), making a total of $32 (= 2^5)$ actions.

The goal is to reach the princess at the end of the level within the time limit of 3000 steps and collecting points in the meantime. Reaching the princess will grant the agent a reward of 100 points. Each step that brings the agent closer to the princess gives a reward of +1 and vice versa, steps leading away from the princess are punished with a reward of -1. Four different types of coins (green, blue, yellow and red) are scattered throughout the level and respectively provide a distinct reward of -20, -10, 0 and +20. Mario should thus ideally learn to collect red coins and avoid taking green and blue coins. Jumping on enemies and killing them gives a reward of +10. Mario cannot die, but does receive a penalty of -20 when hit by an enemy.

The state representation that our agent uses during learning is a 10 by 10 receptive field around Mario, i.e. a two-dimensional grid describing the world around the agent with block resolution. Each cell contains a numerical label related to the game object present in the environment at that position. Figure 1 illustrates the transformation from a game frame to a receptive field. As a result of this transformation, our Deep RL agent is trained on 100 input features.

We trained our Deep RL agent using the actor-critic Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) algorithm [Schulman et al., 2017] for 10 million steps. Given the state observations as input, two separate neural networks are trained to respectively represent a policy (actor) and state-value function (critic). The state-value network output is used as a baseline for updating the policy network and consists of 2 multi-layer perceptron (MLP) hidden layers of 128 units with hyperbolic tangent activation functions and a final linear layer to produce the state value. Similarly, the policy network also consists of 2 MLP hidden layers of 128 units with hyperbolic tangent activations and a final linear layer produces the 32 action probabilities.

After training, we distill the output of the deep policy network to a soft decision tree and analyze whether this tree-
based model enables us to get insights about the way our Deep RL agent controls Mario and chooses actions. We generated a training and test dataset, each containing recordings of 50 episodes played by the trained PPO policy. The datasets consist of DNN in- and output pairs \((s, \pi(s))\) of state observations and predicted action probability distributions for each step of the performed episodes. We fitted SDTs of several depths, ranging from 3 to 7, on the training set for 40 epochs and the mini-batch size was 64.

5 Results

In this section, we show how SDTs can provide an interpretation of a trained deep RL policy and elaborate on the performance of these models when one would consider to replace the DNN with the surrogate SDT for task execution.

5.1 Interpreting soft decision tree explanations

The essence of soft decision trees is that this kind of model does not rely on hierarchical features to classify data, but instead relies on hierarchical decisions. Each branching node directly processes the whole input sample, hence making each decision at a level of abstraction that the user can immediately engage with. The branching nodes filter each feature with different weights, thus changing the focus on the input sample at each level of the tree. By examining the learned filters along the traversed path from the root to leaf, one can thus understand which features the soft decision tree considers to assign a particular action distribution to a particular state. Figure 2 shows the filters of the root node and its two direct children of a soft decision tree of depth 3 that we distilled from our PPO policy. Given the spatial aspect of the state representation of the Mario environment, we can visualize each filter as a heatmap of 10 by 10 cells. The higher the magnitude of the weight of a particular feature is, the more intense the color in the heatmap will be. Shades of red relate to positive weights while blue shades represent negative weights. The root puts a lot of negative weight on a specific feature in the upper area at position (6,6). This cell is positioned at the near top right of Mario. As Mario tends to move to the right, it is important to focus on what lies ahead of him. The left child rather puts focus on some features in the third row, which are located above Mario. The right child on its turn has an area of strongly negative weights underneath the center of the field. This particular area is in general the floor where Mario is standing on. Thus, depending on the choice made by the activation function in the root, the chosen child node at the next level of the tree will focus on the values of different subsets of features for the next branching decision.

Understanding why a particular state observation leads to a certain action distribution can be realized by examining how the input state itself is filtered along the path between the root and the chosen leaf node in the soft decision tree model. Similar to the filters visualized in Figure 2, filtered states can be visualized as a heatmap too. This way, one can see which elements in Mario’s receptive field gain the most magnitude by the filter and are thus the most decisive factors to branch to a specific subtree. Figure 3 provides two examples where the predicted path of a soft decision tree of depth 3 for particular states is visualized from the root to the predicted leaf node containing the action distribution. The leaf node’s distribution is shown through a bar chart. We also provide the action distribution produced by the PPO policy network as comparison. In the first example, at the top row of the figure, Mario is jumping through the air and sees a row of red coins above him and a group of blue coins below him. The branching nodes decided to always descend to the left child, ending up...
in the leftmost leaf containing an action distribution. As blue coins result in negative reward, Mario should ideally decide to only collect red coins. Note that the filters do not give a lot of value to the blue coins, but rather to the red coins and the blocks near Mario where he can land on. From this we can tell why Mario will indeed not consider taking any actions to move towards the blue coins. The action with the highest probability in the determined leaf node is to jump to the right in running mode (action 26). Looking at the PPO policy output in the bar chart, the neural network was deterministic for this state and chooses the same action.

Since the distributions in the leaves need to generalize and provide an action strategy for multiple state samples, it is to be expected that the resulting action distributions in the soft decision trees can differ from the neural network output of the PPO agent for individual input samples. This is clearly visible in our second example, at the bottom row of Figure 3. This time, Mario stands under a group of red coins and an enemy monster is sighted on the right side of the receptive field. The path predicted by the tree was to first branch to the right node, then left and finally to the right action distribution. The action with the highest probability is to jump to the right in running mode (action 26), allowing Mario to collect the red coins and landing on top of the enemy. The distribution has also assigned some probability to the 18th action, which is running to the right. This would lead Mario to the enemy in order to land on it and kill it. The filters from the nodes along the path respectively focus on the present coins, then the enemy monster and finally on Mario itself. For this state, the predicted action distribution differs from the PPO agent’s output, which mostly assigns probability to the 18th action.

A final examination of the soft decision trees can consist of inspecting all the action distributions it provides in its leaves. Figure 4 shows the learned action distributions of a soft decision tree of depth 3 distilled from our PPO agent, thus having 8 leaf nodes. We notice that most of the distributions have set probabilities on a small number of the available actions. Most leaf distributions assign probabilities to actions that relate to jumping to the right (action 10) with or without the addition to use the running mode (actions 18 and 26) or pressing the down button which makes Mario duck (actions 22 and 30). We can hereby determine that the soft decision tree in general has distilled a policy to move to the right as quick as possible. Depending on the case however, the model tells us that there are some specific alternative actions that the agent could opt for. Two of the leaf nodes give a more uniform distribution over the actions, but with more probability assigned to actions that do not move to the right, as sometimes Mario would have to reposition itself in order to be able to jump over obstacles.

5.2 Performance: DNN vs. SDT

Once we have distilled an interpretable surrogate model of the PPO policy, one could consider using these models as a replacement for the deep neural network in the case these models achieve a similar performance in task execution. We therefore look at the performance of several distilled soft decision trees, ranging from a depth of 3 to 7, in terms of achieved reward collection over 100 episodes in Figure 5. On average, all the generated trees performed less in terms of reward collection during the episodes than our PPO agent. We noticed that the soft decision trees with a depth of 4 and 5 controlling Mario even sometimes tended to get stuck at specific states in the episode, e.g. inside a pit or in front of flower pot obstacles and not being able to let Mario jump out of these
places. Since the distributions in the leafs have to generalize and provide an action strategy suitable for multiple state samples, it is to be expected that the resulting action distributions in the smaller model do not fully cover the deep policy and thus perform less in terms of task execution. With bigger trees, we noticed an increase in average reward collection, as the increase in complexity allows the tree to generate more fine-grained distributions and hence the better the task performance becomes. However, this performance increase comes at the trade-off of a decreased interpretability, as the chain of filtering nodes leading to a specific action distribution becomes larger.

6 Discussion and Future Work

The employment of soft decision trees to interpret a deep RL policy is one the many first steps taken towards explainable reinforcement learning. Given that our evaluated environment contains spatial aspects, we were able to provide an interpretation by visualizing learned features and follow these to the actions chosen. The question remains whether these kind of soft decision tree models also achieve an increased interpretability in non-spatial settings, e.g. with biological data. Soft decision trees however, still lack a form of human-readable abstractions. One can argue that it does not provide explanations in e.g. a symbolic form. The addition of rule-based machine learning techniques could become an interesting asset to provide more symbolic explanations of the RL policy. By performing user tests, we could also try to answer whether these type of models can be generally accepted as explanations by humans for decisions made by RL agents.

Rather than mimicking a pre-trained DNN, there is the possibility to fit a soft decision tree directly on data. Frotsst [2017] demonstrated this for classification tasks, but reported lower performance rates when soft decision trees were trained immediately on the data set. As a consequence, we have not yet explored this in a RL setting. We assume adjustments have to be made to the loss function to allow us to train a soft decision tree policy directly from agent experience. Some of the considered future steps are therefore to examine the methods used by Liu’s [2019] and draw relations to the policy level instead of Q-values. This could potentially allow us to train soft decision trees directly as a policy.

Given that our fitted surrogate models have a lower performance in terms of episode rewards, the question rises whether the SDTs are actually explaining the underlying policy. Therefore, further attention has to be spent on how well the SDTs match the mimicked policy. In order to increase the performance of SDTs, we could opt for online finetuning of the surrogate model in the environment rather than solely supervised training on episode recordings. This finetuning would be similar to the active play setting performed in [Liu et al., 2019].

In addition, one drawback of soft decision trees is that these come with a predetermined depth which has to be manually chosen beforehand. Ideally, we could opt for adaptively growing trees, as recently proposed by [Tanno et al., 2019], where one could determine the degree of compromise the user wants in terms of interpretability and complexity.

7 Conclusion

We have shown preliminary steps in interpreting RL policies directly on action distributions by applying soft decision trees
to mimic a deep reinforcement learning policy for the Mario AI benchmark. By generating state-policy samples from a trained PPO agent, we learn hierarchical decision filters on states in the branching nodes and generalized action strategy distributions in the leaves. Visualizing and examining the filters show the considered features along the existing paths in the tree. Applying these filters on state samples result in preliminary insights regarding what elements present in the state observation lead to a certain action distribution. Inspecting the present action distributions in the leaves allows one to gain insights into the adopted strategies of the agent. This approach leads to an increased understanding of the operation of the policy directly linked to elements present in the state observations.
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